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Let’s take a quick look at what sous vide cooking is. Sous vide literally means “under vacuum”.   
Sous vide cooking is easy, mess-free, economical, and turns out perfectly uniform results every time. Food is simply put in vacuum 
sealed bags (or food-grade ziplock bags for foods with sauces or liquids), submerged in the SousVide water oven and cooked at a 
precise temperature for a prescribed range of time. There is a huge amount of scientific study behind this form of cooking and the 
time and temperature charts given produce the best results, at the same time, meeting food safety standards. This has been  
carefully calibrated to each specific recipe. The beauty of this method is that, once your food is cooked, you can leave it in the 
water bath; it stays at that temperature so it cannot over-cook and all the juices are kept in the bag to maintain nutrition, flavour 
and tenderness. Food is “sterilized” and the lack of the presence of oxygen deters further bacteria growth. If not using right away, 
food should be quick chilled in an ice bath, then frozen or it can be kept fresh in the fridge for 2 days or longer.  

 

WHAT CAN YOU COOK IN THE SOUSVIDE WATER OVEN? 
Almost all meats come out as tender, succulent, mouth-watering masterpieces. Tougher cuts of meat turn out like tender ones – 
round steak or London broil are often mistaken for fillet mignon. We recommend searing the finished meat briefly on the          
barbeque (or a hot frying pan) to get your brown exterior or barbeque grill marks. Meat is the star of the show, but don’t stop 
there. Perfect corn on the cob, vibrant vegetables, just right potatoes, sausage and eggs Benedict, fruit, sauces, condiments,    
and even desserts can be prepared sous vide. 
So what does this have to do with the barbeque??  You can pre-cook (sous vide) all of your meal in stages at your leisure, chill 
them and take them to your picnic or outdoor activity along with your SousVide water oven; it only needs a plug in. Warm the 
sealed cooked food in the SousVide. When warm, toss steaks or burgers on the barbeque for a minute or more on each side to sear 
them for that fresh barbequed flavour. Keep other food like vegetables warm in the SousVide until ready to serve. 
 

 

SousVide Water Ovens  

DID YOU KNOW? 
Craving potato wedges? Use your apple divider to make even potato wedges. Just cut an end off your potato so it stands up on your 

cutting board. Cut the center round in half. 

Skip the icing on a cake. Lay a paper doily on top of your cake, squares, or brownies and sprinkle liberally with icing sugar or cocoa     

powder. Carefully remove the doily and you have a lovely, delicate design. 
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SousVide Eggs 

Pork Tenderloin Skin-on Baby Potatoes 

Easiest Caramel Dip 

 

Ah! Summer time. The ads say to turn off the stove - 
don’t heat your kitchen up - get outside and barbeque.  

And who doesn’t love a barbeque, except maybe the one standing over it,  
getting smoke in their eyes, sweating and fretting to try and get everybody’s  
individual steaks just right - and then, they expect you to “keep your cool”!!! 

There is a better way! The Sous Vide way! 

WHAT DO CUSTOMERS SAY ABOUT SOUS VIDE: 

I love it for the perfect results with a wide time frame for cooking. I put my meat in when I go to work and it is ready when I come 

home. If I’m late, it is patient – just as good at 7:00 as at 5:00. 

Once in the bag, there is no mess, no pan to wash, no clean up – I can handle that. 

I love to experiment, and there are lots of options for cooking different types of food. 

If I get a last minute invite out to dinner, I can chill my meat, and eat it the next day. It is as good or better. Another thing, I don’t 
know why, but left over, re-heated meat tastes like it was just freshly cooked. 

We love to entertain. If we have Sunday dinner (noon) company, I do an eye of round roast - put it in at noon on Saturday and forget 

about it until noon Sunday. The juices make delicious gravy while I sear meat on barbeque and slice it. No roast pan to clean. 

I have no extra counter space. I keep my SousVide in the office kitchenette. All you really need is a plug in and some place to empty 
the water when done.  



Iced Fruit Infusion Pitcher 
Enjoy fresh, chilled drinks with this  

4 piece fill, chill & instill pitcher. 

#17412-F   $37.99 

Greensavers Produce Keepers 
 

Waste less and save more by storing your fruits and 

vegetables in the Greensaver produce keepers.  
 

The secret is in the replaceable carbon filter contained in the lid 

which absorbs the ethylene gas given off by ripening produce.  

Although ethylene gas is essential to ripen produce, once ripe 

the gas causes premature spoilage and rot. The non-toxic    

carbon filter absorbs and traps the ethylene gas and helps      

keep your produce at its peak freshness.  
 

The removable basket/colander lifts produce away from 

 excess moisture on the bottom and facilitates air flow 

around your fruits and vegetables. 

Toaster Bags 
Make toasted sandwiches in your toaster. 

Isolate gluten-free bread from contamination.  

#C1814X2   $12.79/pkg of2 

 

RECIPE 

Crust 
 

In a bowl 
combine: 

2 ¼ cups flour 

¾ cup sugar 
Cut in until  
crumbly: 

¾ cup cold   
margarine 

Reserve 2/3 cup 
of crumb mixture. 
To the remaining mixture add: 

½ tsp baking powder 

½ tsp baking soda 

½ tsp salt  
Stir in until blended: 

1 egg, lightly beaten 

¾ cup sour cream (low fat is OK) 

1 tsp lemon juice 

1 tsp almond extract 
Press into the bottom and 1” up 
the sides of an ungreased 9” springform pan. 

Rich Cran-Cherry Coffeecake  

Filling 
 

In a bowl, beat together well: 

1 package (8 oz) cream cheese,        
softened 

¼ cup sugar 
 

Add and mix well: 

1 egg 
Spread filling over crust. 
  
Spoon over top: 

1 can (540 ml) Cherry/Cranberry Pie  
      Filling 
 

Sprinkle on: 

reserved crumb mixture 

½ cup slivered almonds 
 
Bake at 350˚F for 50 minutes or  
until center is set. Cool.  
 

Remove sides of pan – carefully run a knife 
around edge to loosen first.  
 

Serves 10 

 

OXO Good Grips Can Opener 
Large cushioned handles & oversized 

knob to easily open cans. 

#28081-D   $22.49 

Cherry/Olive Pitter 
With its soft grip handle, easily      

remove the pits from cherries & olives. 

#1071499-D   $17.75 

Pop Can Covers 
Keep bugs and dirt out of your beer  

or pop cans. Several colours available. 

#5450-F   $1.75 

Stuffed Burger Maker 
Make mouth watering stuffed burgers without 

over-stuffing or improperly sealed patties. 

#508-N   $19.49 

Replacement Carbon Filters  

(pkg. of 4 - 1 year supply) 

#11145300-D   $15.49 
 

Crisper Insert (filter included) 

#11154100-D   $10.99 

Blue Ribbin’ Sweet Sauce 
Award winning BBQ sauce with just the right 

amount of heat, sweetness, and smoke. 

#BLURIB   $13.99 

PattyWacker 
A fast, simple, and safe way to separate  

frozen patties, chops, steaks and more. 

#907767-NIK   $14.99 

‘The SKrAPr GrILLr’ Grill Cleaning Tool 
Cleans the grates and all the hard to  

clean surfaces of your BBQ and grill. 

#22705-F   $14.25 

Saskatchewan 
Product! 

Long Produce Keeper 

#11140100-D   $37.99 
 

Medium Produce Keeper 

#11140000G-D   $31.99 

Carbon Filter Crisper Insert 

Join us on Facebook 


